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Abstract. Consider the reductive dual pair (Sp2„,Op ,q). We prove that if

n is a representation of Sp2„ coming from duality correspondence with some

representation of Op ,q then the wave front set of n has rank < p + q . For

p + q < n this implies a result stated (but not proved) by Howe.

1. Introduction

Let G be a semi-simple Lie group. Let n be an admissible representation

of G. The wave front set of n, denoted WF(7t), is an important invariant

attached Xo n. It measures the "singularities" of the representation n, and

plays a basic role in the study of unipotent representations [1, 10].

Here we shall look at the case of the symplectic group SP2n (R) = Sp2n.

This is the subgroup of GL2n preserving the standard symplectic form on R " .

Actually, it shall be convenient to work with C7 = Sp2n, the metaplectic two-fold

cover of Sp2n. Let g be the Lie algebra of G and g* its linear dual. Recall

that WF(7i) is a subset of g*. By means of the Killing form we may identify

g* with g. In particular, an element of g* is now a linear transformation on

R " , and as such it has a rank. Following [6] we define the singular rank of n

to be the maximum rank of elements of WF(7r). This is a (crude) measure of

how singular the representation n is. The purpose of this note is to prove

Proposition 1. Consider the reductive dual pair (Sp2n , O ). Let n be a repre-

sentation of Sp2n coming from duality correspondence with O . We have the

inequality

(1) singular rank(7r) < p + q .

Remarks, (a) Suppose p + q < 2«—this being the range where Proposition 1

is non-empty. Then "generically" (1) should be an equality, (b). Analogous

results are valid for other classical groups.
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Let A be a maximal isotropic subspace of R2" , and let N be the subgroup of

G which leaves A pointwise fixed. For n unitary Howe [4] has also defined

the A-rank of it. This is an integer between 0 and «, and is yet another

invariant to tell how singular the representation n is. The following is stated

as Proposition 2.7 in [6]:

Proposition 2. Suppose it is irreducible unitary with N-rank less than n . One

has the inequality

(2) singular rank(7t) < N - rank(7r) .

However, it seems that the proof given in [6] does not imply the above state-

ment, but rather the following: If the singular rank of n is less than n then (2)

holds.

Now let n be an irreducible unitary representation of A-rank less than « .

It was proved in [5, 7] (see also [8]) that n must come from duality correspon-

dence with some 0„ „, such that

p + q - N - rank(7r).

Together with Proposition 1 this gives a proof of Proposition 2.

2. The proof

Let n be as in Proposition 1. Let V(In) be the associated cone of the

annihilator of n (see definition below). We shall actually show that V(In)

consists of elements of rank < p + q . Since it is well known that WF(7t) ç

^(7^)ng* (cf. [2, p. 159]), Proposition 1 will follow.

Let F be a vector space over R endowed with a nondegenerate symmetric

bilinear form ( , ) of signature (p,q).  Let G' = O    (R) be the isometry

group of ( , ). Set W = R2" <g> V ~ V2" . In the usual fashion, W is endowed

with a symplectic form (coming from the standard symplectic structure on R

and the form ( , ) on V ). Let Sp be the group of symplectic transformations

on W, and let sp be its Lie algebra. Consider the oscillator representation co

of Sp. Let A be a maximal compact subgroup of Sp. Using the so-called

Fock model one sees that the A'-finite vectors in co form a space isomorphic to

^(V") — 3° > the space of polynomial functions on V" . (Here and later on,

we use the subscript c to indicate various complexifications.) Acting on ¿P,

the space tij(spc) is seen to be spanned by operators of the form

d2 \ (    d      d    \
zizi'     a    a and    ^\ziä~ + ä~zi)   ■

' >      dzßZj 2 \   'dzj     dZj   'I

Here zi   (1 < i < n(p + q)) are the coordinates with respect to some basis of

V"

Let i/(gc) be the universal enveloping algebra of gc. Let

C=L/(gc)0ÇÎ/(gc)1ÇC/(gc)2Ç--.
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be the standard filtration on (7(gc). Put

(3) ^(C/(gc));. = c<;(C/(gc),.)       (/>0).

Finally let gr(fo»(i7(gc))) be the graded algebra associated to the above filtra-

tion on co(U(gc)). One version of the First Fundamental Theorem of classical

invariant theory asserts the isomorphism

(4) èr(co(U(gc)))^S(V2"f ■

Here on the right-hand side S(VC   ) denotes the symmetric algebra associated

to V2" = Wc, G'c& Op+q(C) is the complexification of G', and S(V2")G'<

denotes the algebra of invariants of G'c in S(VC "). (See [3], Theorems 6 and

7.)

The symmetric bilinear form ( , ) on V complexifies to one on Vc, which

we continue to denote by ( , ). Write a typical vector in Vc    as

X = (xi > • • • >x2n'

with x¡ e Vc. For 1 < i,j < 2« let (i,j) denote the map which takes x

to (xnXj). Then (i,j) defines a symmetric bilinear form on I^2" . Since

Vc can be identified with its linear dual  V*  by means of the form  ( , ),

we may view (i,j) as an element of S (Vc ) c. In its original form [10] the

First Fundamental Theorem of classical invariant theory asserts that the (i,j)'s

generate the whole algebra S(V2")°C. Set m = p + q . Let v,, ... ,vm+1 be

vectors in Vc. It is elementary that

(5)

Consider the matrix

(6)

V(2",l)      .    (2«,2«)7

The relation (5) says that the determinant of any minor of (6) with size

(m + 1) x (m + 1) must be zero. Indeed, the Second Fundamental Theorem of

classical invariant theory asserts that these generate all the relations among the

generators (/',;) eS(V2")G'<. (We shall not need this last fact.)

Let now n be a representation of G coming from duality correspondence

with G . This means n is a finitely generated, admissible quotient of co\G, .

Let ^ be the space of A-finite vectors for n (K being a maximal compact

subgroup of G). Then t/(gc) acts on ßt*n. We have a surjective homomorphism

a>(U(gc))^n(U(*)).
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Define a filtration on n(U(gc)) by

n(U(gc))i = *(c/gc),)       (i > 0)

(compare (3)). Since all the relevant nitrations come from the standard one on

C/(gc), we have the following commutative diagram

co(U(gc)) -►   gr(co(U(gc))

w 1 1
n(U(gc)) -y gr(n(U(gc))) .

Let In ç U(gc) be the annihilator of ^ . Let gr(In) be the associated graded

ideal in S(gc) = gr(£/(gc)). The associated cone V(IK) is defined to be the zero

variety of gt(In) inside g*. As remarked earlier, we need only prove that V(Iu)

consists of elements of rank < p + q . Through the isomorphism (4), the rela-

tions (5) and what we said after (6) immediately translate into relations inside

gr(cfj(i7(gc))). In turn these translate into relations in gr(n(U(gc))) through the

diagram (7). In a little more detail, let us choose elements t?.   in U(gc) such

that t?. = e.¡, and e¡¡ goes to (i,j) e S(V2") c under the sequence of maps

U(gc)^gr(co(U(gc)))^S(V2f .

Obviously the et, 's may be chosen inside gc, and then {e¡¡\l < i < j < 2«}

form a basis of gc. Let e^ denote e¡¡ but viewed as an element in 5'(gc).

Consider the matrix

(8) ; ;

V ë2n 1 ë2n 2« /

Then the above discussion can be summarized as

Lemma 3. For each minor

fg..     •••    e
h li i

(9) M =

of the matrix (8) of size (m + 1 ) x (m +1 )(m = p + q), we have det(A7) e gr(IK).

Note that we have a well-known isomorphism

gc ~ S (C   ) .

The latter can be identified with 2« by 2« symmetric matrices. The rank of

an element in g* is the same as the rank of its image in S2(C2"). It is now

an elementary exercise to see that the common zeros in g* of the polynomials

det M (M as in (9)) is precisely the set of elements of g* with rank < p+q . By

the above lemma we see V(In) indeed contains only elements of rank <p + q.

This concludes the proof of Proposition 1.

Observe that the above argument really proves the following proposition,

from which Proposition 1 follows immediately:

hj\ 'lVm+l
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Proposition 4. The rank of the associated cone of the annihilator of co[G is less

than or equal to p + q.
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